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Abstract—The increasing demand for throughput, ultra-low
latency, ultra-high reliability, and ubiquitous coverage have made
researchers explore several novel solutions to set the basis for
future generations of wireless communications. These demands,
however, will consume a significant amount of resources, par-
ticularly in the case of cell-free millimetre-wave (mm-Wave)
massive multiple input multiple output systems (MIMO), which
is the promising approach for future wireless generations. In
this paper, we propose a novel and low-complexity matching
approach to dynamically activate a set of radio frequency (RF)
chains based on the Hungarian algorithm to maximize the
total energy efficiency in the uplink of the cell-free mm-Wave
massive MIMO systems. Simulation results demonstrate that our
proposed scheme achieves up to 13.5%, 20% and 58.7% energy
efficiency improvement compared to state-of-the-art adaptive RF
chains activation (ARFA), random access point activation and
fixed activation scheme when all RF chains at each AP are
switched on, respectively. In addition, compared to the ARFA
scheme, the proposed matching scheme achieves a complexity
reduction ratio of up to 189.6%.

Index Terms—Cell-free, massive MIMO, RF Chains, Hungar-
ian algorithm, hybrid beamforming.

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the availability of very wide bandwidth, much
research has been concentrated on achieving very high data
rates by leveraging the mm-Wave range of frequencies. Un-
fortunately, mm-Wave suffers considerable propagation loss
from a communication point of view due to its high frequency.
This issue can be handled by effective implementation of mm-
Wave massive MIMO systems employing large antenna arrays
with beamforming techniques to offset the influence of path
loss [1], [2]. However, the use of fully digital beamforming
in massive MIMO architecture is thought to have a severe
detriment in terms of power consumption and production costs
[3]. To counter this, a large antenna array is connected to
limited RF chains via high dimensional RF precoders that are
implemented by analog phase shifters and low dimensional
baseband digital precoders, resulting in hybrid beamforming.
Additionally, the cell-free massive MIMO has been proposed
to achieve high QoS, in which a large number of access points
(APs) are connected to a central processing unit (CPU) and
are generally deployed for servicing fewer users with the same
resources [3], [4].

The performance of the cell-free mm-Wave massive MIMO
systems was studied using a hybrid beamforming technique

with limited fronthaul capacity, in which precoders and com-
biners were created using an eigen beamforming scheme to
find a balance between fronthaul and data rate requirements
[3]. In the cell-free massive MIMO systems with large number
of distributed APs and limited number of RF chains at each
AP, power consumption is proportional to both RF chains
and APs [4]. It is obvious that turning off some RF chains
at each AP will reduce the total power consumption of the
cell-free MIMO system. However, the optimal number of
active RF chains at each AP must be obtained to reduce the
performance loss caused by switching off of some RF chains.
When dealing with a huge number of APs, an exhaustive
search approach achieves optimal results but with prohibitive
computational complexity. Accordingly, the authors in [4] pro-
posed the ARFA scheme with fast search algorithms to obtain
the optimal number of active RF chains at each AP based
on global channel state information (CSI), where the fully
connected hybrid beamformer is individually created at each
AP. Additionally, a hybrid beamforming technique with fixed
phase shifters based on alternating minimization algorithm
for the uplink cell-free massive MIMO system was presented
in [5]. While these approaches are less computationally de-
manding compared to exhaustive search, their complexities
significantly increases with the size of the network.

In this paper, to allocate each AP to the optimal set of
RF chains, we propose an efficient low-complexity algorithm
based on matching theory in order to maximize the total energy
efficiency for the cell-free network. The following are the
paper’s most significant contributions.

• We formulate maximum-weighted assignment optimiza-
tion problem to assign each AP to its optimal number
of active RF chains that can maximize the total energy
efficiency of the cell-free massive MIMO network.

• We propose a novel matching method based on the
Hungarian algorithm to solve the formulated optimization
problem and obtain the maximum total energy efficiency.

• We study the complexity analysis of the proposed scheme
compared to the state-of-the-art schemes.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II presents the system model, while the problem formulation
and the proposed solution are presented in Section III. Section
IV provides the complexity analysis of our proposed matching
algorithm. Simulation results and discussions are provided in
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Section V. We conclude our paper in Section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider the uplink of cell-free mm-Wave massive MIMO
system, where M APs and K single-antenna User Equipment
(UEs) are randomly distributed in the coverage area. Also,
fronthaul links are used to connect the APs to the CPU, in
which each AP is equipped with Nr receive antennas and
N(≤ Nr) RF chains as presented in [4]. Furthermore, each
AP has a fully connected analog combining architecture and
a narrowband-block fading channel model is applied as the
propagation environment between M APs and K UEs [1],
[2].

The channel between mth AP and kth UE is denoted
by hk,m ∈ CNr×1 and obtained by the geometric Saleh-
Valenzuela channel which is the typical channel model in mm-
Wave systems. Therefore, hk,m is given as [1], [4], [6], [12]

hk,m =

√
GaNr

βk,mωk,m

ωk,m∑
ω=1

α
(ω)
k,mar(ϕ

(ω)
k,m), (1)

where Ga denotes the antenna gain, and βk,m represents large
scale fading between the kth UE and mth AP. Moreover, the
pathloss model is expressed as

βk,m[dB] = 10 log10(
4πdo
λ

)2+10 ε log10(
dk,m
do

)+χk,m, (2)

where do is the reference distance which is equal one, λ is
the wavelength, dk,m represents the distance between mth AP
and kth UE, the average pathloss exponent over the distance
is represented by ε, and χk,m ∼ N (0, ς2) gives the shadow
fading component with zero mean Gaussian random variable
and ς standard deviation. Furthermore, ωk,m represents the
number of the propagation paths; the complex small scale
fading gain is denoted by α

(ω)
k,m ∼ CN (0, 1) for all the APs and

UEs in the service area; and ϕ
(ω)
k,m ∈ [0, 2π] is known as the

Azimuth Angle of Arrival (AoA) for each channel path. Each
AP is assumed to be equipped with a Uniform Linear Array
(ULA) and this structure of the antenna array is utilized to
obtain the receive array response vector at mth AP, where ar is
given by ar(ϕ) =

1√
Nr

[1, ej
2π
λ ds sinϕ, ..., ej(Nr−1) 2π

λ ds sinϕ]T ,
where ds denotes the antenna spacing [1]. Finally, let us
consider Ak,m = [ar(ϕ

(1)
k,m), ..., ar(ϕ

(ωk,m)
k,m )] ∈ CNr×ωk,m

and Υk,m = [α
(1)
k,m, ..., α

(ωk,m)
k,m ] ∈ Cωk,m×1. Then, hk,m

can be expressed [4] as hk,m =
√

GaNr

βk,mωk,m
Ak,mΥk,m.

Thus, hk,m ∼ CN (0,
√

GaNr

βk,mωk,m
E{Ak,mAH

k,m}). In addi-
tion, the channel matrix between K UEs and mth AP is
Hm = [h1,m, ..., hk,m] ∈ CNr×K and the composite channels
between K UEs and all APs in the coverage area can be
expressed as H = [H1, ...,HM ]T ∈ CMNr×K .

A. Uplink Channel Estimation

Let τp represent the uplink training phase duration which
is smaller than the duration of the coherence interval τc, such
that the transmitted pilot by kth UE is given as √

τpφk ∈
Cτp×1, where ||φk||2 = 1 and k = 1, ...,K. Thus, the

received pilots at mth AP from K UEs, is expressed by
Ym =

√
τpρp

∑K
k=1 hk,mφH

k + Zm, where ρp denotes the
transmit power of each pilot sequence sent by kth UE, and
Zm ∈ CNr×τp is known as a matrix of independent identically
distributed (i.i.d.) received noise samples and each entry is
distributed as CN (0, σ2), in which σ2 is the noise power that
can be computed as σ2 = −174 dBm

Hz +10 log10(B)+NF, where
B is the system bandwidth, and NF is the noise figure. Based
on Ym, the mth AP can estimate hk,m. Then, yk,m is the
projection of Ym onto φk, which is expressed as

yk,m ≜ Ymφk =
√
τpρp(hk,m +

K∑
i ̸=k

hi,mφH
i φk) + Zmφk.

(3)
Thus, the estimated channel ĥk,m can be obtained by the
minimum mean square error (MMSE) of hk,m under the
assumption of the knowledge of E{Ak,mAH

k,m}, which is
the correlation matrix, at mth AP [7]. Thus, ĥk,m can be
determined as [4]

ĥk,m = E{hk,myHk,m}(E{yk,myHk,m})−1yk,m (4)

=
√
τpρp(

GaNr

βk,mωk,m
)E{Ak,mAH

k,m}

(τpρp

K∑
i=1

GaNr

βi,mωi,m
E{Ai,mAH

i,m}|φH
i φk|2 + σ2INr )

−1yk,m.

Accordingly, the estimated channels between APs and K UEs
can be given as Ĥm =

[
ĥ1,m, ĥ2,m, ..., ĥk,m

]
∈ CNr×K and

Ĥ =
[
Ĥ1, Ĥ1, ..., ĤM

]T ∈ CMNr×K .

B. Uplink Data Transmission

The symbol sent from the kth UE to all APs is symbolized
by xk, such that E{|xk|2} = 1 and it can be detected by
applying hybrid beamforming to the received signal at mth

AP. The received signal at mth AP is presented as rm =√
ρ
∑K

k=1 W
H
mFH

m hk,mxk +WH
mFH

mZm, where ρ represents
the maximum average transmit power at kth UE. Zm is ∼
CN (0, σ2) is a vector of the noise with i.i.d. random variables
(RVs); while Fm; such that Fm ∈ CNr×N is the analog
combining matrix at mth AP in which its nth column is given
as fl,n = [f

(1)
l,n , ..., f

(Nr)
l,n ]T corresponding to nth RF chain

while ith element of fl,n is obtained by f
(i)
l,n = 1√

Nr
ejθ

(i)
l,n .

Wm ∈ CN×K denotes the digital combining matrix at mth

AP. Then, rm is sent to the CPU by mth AP via fronthaul link
to be detected. In addition, the information is sent between the
APs and the CPU via a simple centralized decoding technique.
As a result, at the CPU, the final decoded signal is the average
of local estimations 1

M

∑M
m=1 rm [7]. Therefore, the CPU’s

composite received signal is represented as
r1
r2
.
.

rM

 =
√
ρ

K∑
k=1


WH

1 FH
1 hk1

WH
2 FH

2 hk2

.

.
WH

MFH
Mhk,m

xk +


WH

1 FH
1 Z1

WH
1 FH

1 Z2

.

.
WH

MFH
MZM

 . (5)
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The analog and digital combining for all APs in the cover-
age area of the cell-free mm-Wave massive MIMO network are
denoted as F = blkdiag {F1, F2, ..., FM} ∈ CMNr×MN and
W = blkdiag {W1,W2, ...,WM} ∈ CMN×MK , respectively.

C. Achievable Rate

In this work, we assume that all analog and digital com-
biners for all APs are computed at the CPU based on the
estimated channel Ĥ which is considered as CSI in order to
obtain {F1, ..., FM}. Therefore, (5) can be rewritten as

r =
√
ρWHFHĤx+WHFHZ, (6)

where x = [x1, ..., xK ]T ∈ CK×1. Thus, the total achievable
rate is given as [2]

R = υ log2 det |IM,K + ρδ−1WHFHĤĤHFW |, (7)

where υ =
τc−τp

τc
, and δ = σ2WHFHFW . This work seeks to

propose a novel design of hybrid combining for the uplink cell-
free mm-Wave massive MIMO systems based on the matching
theory. Then, the first step is to design the analog combining
F and the digital combining W can be obtained by using
the designed F . Therefore, the total achievable rate R for the
cell-free massive MIMO network is expressed as [4]

R =

M∑
m=1

Rm, (8)

where Rm = υ log2 det(IN + ρ
σ2F

H
m Ĥmµ−1

m−1Ĥm
HFm) with

µo = IK and µm−1 = µm−2 +
ρ
σ2 Ĥ

H
m−1Fm−1F

H
m−1Ĥm−1.

D. Power Consumption and Energy Efficiency Models

The uplink cell-free mm-Wave massive MIMO systems’
total power consumption is expressed as [4], [8]

PTotal = (

K∑
k=1

PTXk
+PCPk

)+

M∑
m=1

(Pfixm+PHBFm
+PFHm

), (9)

where PTXk
and PCPk

represent the transmit power and the
amount of power required to operate the circuit components
for each UE in the coverage area, respectively. Furthermore,
PTXk

is expressed as [9] PTXk
= ρ

∑K
k=1

E{|xk|2}
ηk

, where ηk
denotes the power amplifier efficiency at kth UE. Furthermore,
Pfixm , PHBFm , and PFHm are fixed power consumption, power
consumption related to the hybrid beamforming architecture,
and the consumed power of the fronthaul link for mth AP,
respectively.

Regarding the hybrid beamforming structure, each antenna
at mth AP is connected to a low-noise amplifier (LNA)
and two mixers while each RF chain requires one analog-
to-digital converter (ADC) and NrN phase shifters (PSs)
network. Therefore, PHBFm

can be expressed as PHBFm
=

Nr(PLNA + 2Pmixer) + nm(NrPPS + PRF + PADC), where
PLNA, Pmixer, PPS, PRF and PADC present the consumed power
by LNA, mixer, PSs, RF chains and ADC, respectively. nm is
the number of selected RF chains at mth AP. Furthermore,
the required maximum power for the fronthaul traffic at
full capacity CFHm

is denoted by PFHm
and expressed as

PFHm =
PFHmaxRFHm

CFHm
as mentioned in [8], where RFHm

gives
the actual fronthaul rate between mth AP and the CPU and
is expressed as RFHm

=
2K(τc−τp)αm

Tc
, where αm and Tc

represent the number of quantization bits at mth AP, and the
coherence time (in seconds), respectively.

For simplicity, we assume that all APs have the same value
of PFHm , αm, CFHm and Pfixm . In addition, all UEs have the
value of both ηk and PCPk

. Thus, PTotal can be rewritten as

PTotal =
Kρ

η
+KPCP +MPfix +MPFH +

M∑
m=1

PHBFm
. (10)

Energy Efficiency (EE) in [ bit
Joule ] of the cell-free mm-Wave

massive MIMO systems can be expressed as

EE =

∑M
m=1 BRm

PTotal
, (11)

where B is the system bandwidth.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND PROPOSED SOLUTION

The achievable rates {R1, R2, ..., RM} are determined by
the analog combiners that correspond to the APs {1, ...,M}
in the cell-free network. As a result of the APs’ random
distribution throughout the coverage area, variable pathloss
and shadowing effects exist on the communication channels.
The analog combiners’ contributions to achievable rates at
various APs are then varied. Different contributions to Rm can
be obtained by combining vectors of Fm = {fm,1, ..., fm,N}.

When the subset of the analog combining vectors
{f1,1, ..., fM,N} is omitted from F , it is unlikely to cause
significant performance loss. As a consequence, the analog
combining of each AP in the cell-free massive MIMO network
demonstrates the impact of the NrN PSs possible connections
to the RF chains and followed by ADC. Insignificant analog
combining vectors can be excluded from signal combining
by switching off their RF chains, ADC and PSs, which
reduces total power consumption as shown in Figure (1a). This
motivates us to propose a novel design of activation RF chains
based on matching theory to maximize the energy efficiency
of the uplink cell-free mm-Wave massive MIMO systems.
Let us consider n = {n1, ..., nM}, in which nm presents the
number of selected RF chains at mth AP and is constrained to
0 ≤ nm ≤ N as demonstrated in Figure (1b). All RF chains
at mth AP are turned off when nm = 0. Therefore, this AP
does not consume any power to perform the process of the
signal combining.

A. Problem Formulation
It is essential to formulate an assignment problem, which is

a fundamental combinatorial optimization problem, in order to
determine the optimum assignment of nm to mth AP, that can
maximize the EE of the cell-free mm-Wave massive MIMO
network as illustrated in Figure (1b). Thus, the proposed
assignment problem is formulated as

max
xnm,m

B
∑M

m=1

∑N−1
nm=0 R

(nm)
m xnm,m

PTotal

s.t. xnm,m ∈ [0, 1],

0 ≤ nm ≤ N,

(12)
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(a) Hybrid beamforming structure for each AP after
utilizing RF chains activation based on Figure (1b).

(b) Bipartite graph construction for RF chains activation
scheme for each AP.

Figure 1: The illustration of matching scheme for RF chains activation/deactivation in the uplink cell-free mm-Wave massive MIMO systems.

where xnm,m shows that each AP is assigned to just one nm

out of N . Moreover, xnm,m equals 1 if mth AP is assigned
to nm RF chains and vice versa. In this work, we formulate a
reward matrix to make the assignment between M APs and nm

RF chains as shown in Figure (1b). The reward matrix might
be non-square due to M > N . Thus, the obtained reward
matrix coming with size M × N where the element in the
ith row and jth column represents EEm,n between mth AP
and nm RF chains. The sum of EEm,n is the maximum EE of
the cell-free network. For simplicity, the reward matrix (𭟋) in
this work is divided into sub matrices and each one of them,
the number of APs equals N RF chains. The total number of
sub square matrices is expressed as C = M

N , and each sub
square matrix is denoted by M cℓ

s , where ℓ = {1, 2, ..., C}.
For example, if M = 16 APs and N = 8 RF chains, 𭟋 is
with size (16 × 8) and C = 2 sub square matrices and each
one of them is with size 8× 8, such that M c1

s and M c2
s have

8 APs out of M APs. It is noted that M c1
s ∩ M c2

s = ∅ and
M c1

s ∪M c2
s = {1, ...,M}.

B. Proposed Solution

𭟋 that can be used for matching is obtained by Algorithm 1.
The first two steps are used to find the analog combining for
each AP. Then, the next two steps give the total achievable
rate R and EEm, respectively. Then, digital combining for
mth AP is computed based on F ⋆. 𭟋 is obtained and its
elements are EEnm

m between each AP and nm RF chains.
Therefore, 𭟋 is the input of the proposed Hungarian algorithm
as illustrated in Algorithm 2, and 𭟋 is divided into sub square
matrices when M > N . Thus, the Hungarian algorithm is
applied at each M cℓ

s × N matrix to obtain the maximum
weighted matching. This algorithm is one of the most well-
known and often used combinatorial methods for solving the
maximum weighted matching problem in a bipartite network.
In Algorithm 2, we provide the details of the proposed fast
and efficient implementation of James Munkres’ Hungarian
algorithm [11].

IV. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

The computational complexities are affected by the number
of N RF chains and M APs in the coverage area to obtain the
optimal number of the activated RF chains at each AP, which
results in obtaining the total EE. Thus, the total computational

Algorithm 1 Hybrid beamforming design [4] to obtain the
reward matrix 𭟋
for m = 1 → M do

for n = 1 → N do
- Compute the Singular value decomposition

(SVD) for Ĥmµ−1
m−1Ĥ

H
m

- The left singular vector
F ⋆
m = {u⋆

m,1, u
⋆
m,2, ..., u

⋆
m,N}.

- Compute Rm corresponding to nm

using (8).
end
Qm = ĤH

mF ⋆
mF ⋆

m
HĤm

µm = µm−1 +
ρ
σ2Qm

Compute digital combining for mth AP as
W ⋆

m =
F⋆

mĤm

F⋆
m

HĤmĤm
HF⋆

m

+
σ2F⋆

mF⋆
m

H

ρ .
- Compute PTotal and EEm

from (10) and (11), respectively.
end
- 𭟋 with size M ×N is obtained, whose (m,nm)-entries are
EEnm

m , where nm = {0, 1, 2, ..., N}.

complexity to obtain the total achievable rate for all APs in the
cell-free systems by utilizing FS-ARFA scheme [4] is (IFS +
1)O(K3+2K2Nr +NN2

r +NKNr +2NK2+(N2+1)K)
where IFS denotes the number of iterations. Regarding our
proposed matching scheme, its total computational complexity
is O(K3 + 2K2Nr + NN2

r + NKNr + 2NK2 + (N2 +
1)K + C(M cℓ

s )3). It is obvious that the proposed matching
scheme overcomes the FS-ARFA scheme because our pro-
posed scheme does not require large number of iterations
to obtain the optimal number of active RF chains at each
AP. Another way to analyse the computational complexity of
our proposed scheme compared to the FS-ARFA scheme is
to count how many number of examined candidates of the
total number of active RF chains for all APs in the cell-
free network. For example, when M = 48, N = 8 and
K = 8, the required number of examined candidates is 105
for the FS-ARFA, whereas our proposed scheme requires only
8 candidates, based on the number of sets of RF chains from
0 to N , to perform matching between these sets and APs to
obtain the maximum total EE. Thus, the complexity-reduction
ratio is 189.6%
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Algorithm 2 The Hungarian algorithm [11] to solve (12).
if M > N then

- 𭟋 from Algorithm 1 is divided into ℓ sub matrices and
each one of them is with size M cℓ

s ×N.
- Find ∆+ which is maximum element in 𭟋
- Then, �̄� = ∆+1M

cℓ
s ×N −𭟋.

- Find the lowest element in each row of �̄� and
subtract it from all other elements in the row.

- In each column, repeat the process of previous step.
- Cover all zeros with a few horizontal and vertical lines.
-χ = the total number of lines.
if χ = M cℓ

s then
Among the zeros, optimal assignment is achieved.
Break.
else

repeat
- Let ∆̄∗ is the smallest uncovered element,

by a line and subtract it from all
uncovered elements, then add it to all elements
that are covered twice.

- Cover all zeros with a few horizontal
and vertical lines as possible.

until χ = M cℓ
s

end
Among the zeros, optimal assignment is achieved.

end
- Repeat until

∑C
ℓ=1 M

cℓ
s = M ,

end
-Then, EE⋆ =

∑C
ℓ=1 EE⋆

ℓ .

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This section includes the simulation results that evaluate
the performance of our proposed scheme in terms of total
power consumption, total EE and total achievable rate. In this
paper, we employed Monte Carlo simulation, whereby new
APs positions are randomly distributed over a square area
of 1000 × 1000 m. Furthermore, we assume f = 28 GHz,
and B = 500 MHz [12]. To obtain the path loss coefficients
between the APs and the UEs based on (2), we assume
ε = 4.1, and ς = 7.6. Table I contains the utilized parameters
in all simulations in this section.

Table I: Simulation parameters

Parameter Value
Antenna gain (Ga) 15 dBi [4]
τc, and τp 200, and 20 samples
Propagation paths ωk,m 3 ∀ k,m [1], [2]
Pilot sequence transmit power (ρp) 100 mW
Tc and αm 2 ms, 2 bits [8]
Noise Figure (NF ) 9 dB
Amplifier efficiency η 0.3 [8]
Fronthaul capacity CFH 500 Mbps
Fronthaul maximum power PFH 50 W [4]
Power components PLNA = 20 mW, PADC = 200

mW, PRF = 40 mW, PPS = 30
mW, Pmixer = 0.3 mW, PCP = 1
W, Pfix = 0.825 W, ρ = 23 dBm.

Figure 2 shows that the total achievable rate versus different
numbers of APs in the coverage area for N = K = 8, and

Figure 2: The total achievable rate versus M APs, in which the
proposed matching scheme is compared to ARFA schemes in [4],
random APs activation scheme [10] when each AP has N = 8 RF
chains, and fixed RF chain activation schemes when K = 8, Nr =
64, and N = 8.

Nr = 64. It can be seen that our proposed matching scheme
outperforms the fixed activation scheme when N = nm = 4
for all AP and the random AP activation scheme when all RF
chains are turned on at each AP. This is reasonable because a
fixed activation scheme with 50% active RF chains for each
AP is unable to achieve maximum achievable rate, whereas
our proposed matching scheme can exploit the advantages of
matching theory to assign each AP to a set of RF chains,
restricted to 0 ≤ nm ≤ N RF chains, in order to maximize the
achievable rate. Regarding the random AP activation scheme,
we choose n̄ = 4 which is the average number of active
RF chains for all APs, and the number of selected APs is
equal M∗n̄

N in order to make a fair comparison as mentioned
in [4]. The random AP activation technique is outperformed
by our proposed scheme because it turns off the APs without
considering the impact on system performance in terms of
the overall achievable rate. Furthermore, when all RF chains
are turned on, FS-ARFA achieves 10.8% close to the fixed
activation scheme, whereas our proposed scheme performs
within 12.9% of the fixed activation scheme. The FS-ARFA
system, on the other hand, has a very high computational
complexity to obtain optimal results, whereas our suggested
scheme has the lowest computational complexity, as explained
earlier.

Figure 3 shows the total power consumption against increas-
ing number of APs for N = K = 8 and Nr = 64. It is evident
that our proposed scheme based on the Hungarian algorithm
consumes less power when M = 80 compared to the fixed
activation schemes both with N = 8 or N = nm = 4,
FS-ARFA scheme and random AP activation by 71.80%,
16.74%, 13.87% and 10.45%, respectively. Furthermore, the
obtained results revealed that our proposed matching scheme
can achieve lower power consumption and computational
complexity compared to the state-of-the-art schemes without
a significant performance loss in terms of the total achievable
rate.

Figure 4 shows the total EE performance against increasing
number of APs for N = K = 8 and Nr = 64. It is observed
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Figure 3: The power consumption versus M APs with same simula-
tion parameters as well as same comparable schemes as mentioned
in Figure 2.

Figure 4: The energy efficiency versus M APs with same simulation
parameters as well as same comparable schemes as mentioned in
Figure 2.

that the total energy efficiency for all schemes decrease when
M increases, which is obvious because the additional APs
come with resultant increase in power consumption as seen in
Figure 3. Our proposed matching technique outperforms exist-
ing schemes by matching each AP to the appropriate active RF
chains to maximize energy efficiency. Our proposed scheme
can attain 13.5%, 20%, 32.56% and 58.7% EE improvement
compared to FS-ARFA, random AP activation scheme, fixed
activation with partially RF chains activated (N = nm = 4),
and with fully RF chains activation scheme, respectively.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a low complexity matching
scheme for RF chains activation for uplink CF mm-Wave
massive MIMO systems. We considered a semi-centralized
hybrid beamforming scheme in which all analog and digital
combiners for all APs are executed at the CPU based on the
received CSI from all APs. Then, we formulated an assignment

problem to match APs and the activated RF chains to maxi-
mize the total EE. Also, we utilized the Hungarian algorithm
to solve the formulated problem to achieve the optimal analog
combiner based on matching the sets of RF chains to APs
to maximize the total achievable. We also investigated the
power consumption of our proposed scheme and compared
the findings to state-of-the-art methods of RF chain activation.
Our proposed matching technique has a significantly lower
computational complexity, yielding a higher total EE.
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